
           Low                                    Med                                 High                        
Salary/Rate Salary/Rate Salary/Rate

Head of Architecture   £101k / £750         £123.5k / £825     £148k / £900        ↑

Chief / Lead Architect                         £92k / £700             £102k / £750         £112k / £800 No change

Enterprise Architect         £72k / £550              £83k / £675           £98k / £800          ↑

Solution Architect       £65k / £400              £76k / £500           £87k / £600          ↑

Enterprise Data Architect     £82k / £520              £93k / £610           £102k / £700        ↑

Infrastructure Architect        £68k / £400              £74k / £475            £80k / £550 ↓

Integration / Middleware Architect    £76k / £525           £84.5k / £577.5     £93K / £630 ↑

Security Architect     £65k / £400              £75k / £500            £85k / £600          ↑

Cloud Architect    £76k / £550            £86.5k / £625         £97k / £700          ↑

Role

2016 

Prediction 

Montash has been active in the IT Architecture space for nearly a decade, in that time the scope and importance of the “Architect” has grown significantly.  
  

We have seen a general upwards trend in the salaries and rates, which seems to be continuing into 2016. Demand has never been stronger and this is putting 
upwards pressure on the levels. 
  

If you would like further, more detailed information please do not hesitate to contact the team on +44 (0)20  7014 0230. 

Salary and Rate Guide 2015 

(Please note these are guides based on our view of the market and the data we have analysed) 

For more information please contact our IT Architecture team on: +44 (0)20 7014 0230 or send an email to info@montash.com 

UK IT Architecture Salary and Day Rate Guide 2015/16 

There are a number of variables that can have an impact on 
salary and rates.  
 
The most common of these are: 
 
•      Location (for example we saw a 9% uplift in London) 
•      Industry (for example we found Retail / Investment  
        Banking saw a 6% uplift) 
•      Dimensions (the most common ones being the size of  
        the organisation, the geographical remit,  
        line management responsibility) 


